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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Centurion Framing Systems Launches New Roof coverings service in partnership with Colorbond 

Perth, 23rd January 2024 - With a pressing need for over 26,000 homes to be constructed annually in WA, 
and existing labour resources only meeting half of this demand, Centurion Framing Systems is thrilled to 
unveil the expansion of our quick build services through the introduction of a new division specialising in 
metal roofing for homes.  

This dedicated division aims to deliver comprehensive Colorbond roofing installation, ensuring a seamless 
building experience for our valued builder clients, from the foundation to the final roof covering. 

Pete Robbins, the General Manager of CFS, has highlighted the driving force behind this expansion. "In 
recent years, we've noticed substantial delays in construction projects, primarily due to trade and supply 
shortages. Although we have faced similar challenges, the most significant delays have occurred after our 
involvement, particularly following the installation of the roof frame. Houses have been left uncovered for 
extended periods, resulting in delays in progress claims for our clients and an increased risk of weather-
related damage. By introducing our attractive metal roof covering service, we aim to provide added value 
and offer a more comprehensive solution to tackle these challenges." 

We are also thrilled to welcome Dave Roberston, a seasoned professional with over 20 years of experience 
in Perth’s building and roofing sector, as the Roof Cover Manager. Dave's expertise in metal roofing is 
unparalleled, and he is a valuable addition to the CFS team. 

Max Pirone, Business Development Manager, elaborates on our vision for this new division. “Our goal is to 
collaborate with forward-thinking builders seeking a more efficient and cohesive construction process. We 
believe our all-in-one approach will significantly benefit our partners, enabling them to complete more 
projects efficiently. Our team's extensive knowledge and skills in building and construction are pivotal to 
our strategy of easing our clients' burdens and streamlining their operations.” 

For more information or to discuss potential collaborations, please feel free to reach out to Max Pirone at 
mpirone@cframing.com.au or Pete Robbins at probbins@cframing.com.au. We are eager to explore how 
we can assist in enhancing your construction projects. 

About Centurion Framing Systems: 

Centurion Framing Systems (CFS) is a leading provider of advanced building solutions based in Perth, 
Australia. With a focus on innovation and quality, CFS specialises in Truecore wall framing and roof truss 
solutions, delivering exceptional results for builders and developers across various sectors.   

 
 
 


